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White Lemon

White Lemon 

White Lemon is a very balanced cross, expressing the best qualities of both parents, El Nino and Super Lemon Haze. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 16,01 €

Price with discount 14,55 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 16,01 €

Sales price without tax 14,55 €

Discount 

Tax amount 1,46 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankStrain Hunters 

Description 

White Lemon is a very balanced cross, expressing the best qualities of both parents. The El Niño lineage is very clear in the leaf shape and the
size and density of the buds. The Super Lemon Haze heritage is all in the branching, smell, taste, and in the shape of the calyx. The White
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Lemon grows medium-short internodes, but keeps growing quite a bit after switching to 12/12 for flowering. The branches grow very strong and
can support large colas. Medium nutrients levels will do great with this strain, which performs outstandingly in all mediums, indoors or outdoors.
Cuttings from mother plants root very fast and easily, making this a great strain for propagation once the mothers are selected from seeds. The
buds are long, dense, with large calyx and long hairs. Already after 4-5 weeks of flowering the smell gets citrus-like, and skunky. It is not as
hazy as the Super Lemon Haze, but it is extremely lemony. The effect onset is a bit of a creeper, taking time to peak and then staying up there
for a long while. It is a complex, well balanced high and stoned feeling. Its medicinal use has not been fully evaluated yet. Type50% Sativa, 50%
IndicaIndoor8-9 weeks flowering timeOutdoor9 weeks flowering timeYield900 gr / m2HeightMediumTHC%CBD%CBN%

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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